REVIEW

Kahayan
Epsilon 32-500
A flavour-sum mix — GEORGE SHILLING tests 32 inputs with 500 series gain staging.

P

ablo Kahayan is the man behind the Kahayan
brand. Originally hailing from Argentina he
moved to Spain in the early 1990s, and
the products bearing his name are entirely
handcrafted in Kahayan’s factory in Madrid. His
background is in guitar playing and electronics and he
initially married the two, building his own amps and
pedals, later moving on to pro-audio.
The Kahayan range of Epsilon summing mixers
includes the extremely simple eight input/stereo
output Epsilon Mini, the similar Epsilon Limited
4000 based on a certain famous British mixing
desk’s summing bus, and the Epsilon Studio, a 24
input model with internal Kahayan summing bus
or externally connected optional expansions. These

expansion units are stereo input and output 1U
boxes with no controls; they simply amplify by the
required 34dB to bring the bus up to unity gain. Two
are available: the Solid 4000 (again, no prizes for
guessing the inspiration) and the Vintage 12K72 with
a ‘classic 70s British console sound’.
The Epsilon 32-500
under review here is a
further development of the
Epsilon Studio, expanded
with 32 inputs, and
uniquely for a summing
mixer providing two 500
series slots. These are implemented in circuit as
summing bus gain staging to bring up the level as per

the previously mentioned expansion units. The unit
optionally comes with Kahayan’s Solid 4000 modules
installed, a 500 series mono version of the previously
mentioned expansion unit. The 32-500 is £3,749
including VAT, or £3,219 including VAT without
the Solid 4000 modules. You can of course plumb
any 500 Series mic amps in instead for alternative
character and/or enhancement. The ability to use
the Kahayan internal amp or connect the expansion
units — or any other external preamps — is retained
too, by virtue of a three position knob. The other
noteworthy addition is that the 3U height required for
the 500 modules has allowed for extra front panel and
internal space for the bonus feature of insert and pan
buttons for the first eight channels.
The main 3RU unit is substantially built and quite
weighty, despite the provision of an external PSU.
The power supply is a custom unit labelled specifically
for the 32-500, connected via a supplied 5-pin XLR
cable, a solidly constructed heavy vented metal-cased
brick with a toggle power switch and red light, with
IEC inlet, fuse-holder and voltage selector on the
opposite end.
On the front panel the 500 Series slots are
central. The Solid 4000 500 Series modules have
no controls apart from a tiny recessed gain trimpot
(which you might not even notice unless removing
the module). This is undocumented in the 32-500
manual, but calibration is explained in the manual for
the 1RU version of the Solid 4000. A “puller” knob
is thoughtfully provided on the front panel of each of
the 500 Series modules to help with installation. To
their left are momentary shallow-travel illuminating
pushbuttons, two rows of eight for the first eight
channels for panning to mono (instead of alternate
hard Left and Right panning) and hardware insert
enable. To the right of the slots are a pair of cute retro-
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style VU meters showing mix bus level (+4dBu) and
an enormous knob which is the master fader. But you
won’t be using this for fades, because it is stepped
using resistors rather than being a potentiometer,
and adjusts the final level output after summing
from -16 to +10dB. To the right of this is a rotary
knob to switch between 500 Series, Kahayan Bus
and External Bus for the summing mode. Below is a
pushbutton for master insert, and finally a toggle for
power with accompanying red light.
On the rear is the 5 pin XLR connection for the
PSU, and a selection of DB25 connectors, all wired
using the usual Tascam protocol. The first labelled
MAIN comprises two stereo outputs, and stereo
master insert sends and returns. Having two main
outputs is handy for perhaps printing an unprocessed
version along with one routed through a limiter, or
simultaneously bouncing a backup to another rig at
a different sample rate. A pair of sex change XLRF to
XLRF adaptors are thoughtfully provided in the box
for the stereo return inputs, in case you want to use a
DB25 to XLRM loom for this connection. I connected
directly to the patchbay instead. The PASSIVE
connector utilises only the first four connections and

is for the stereo input and output of expansion units or
any other external preamps for use with the External
Bus setting. There are then SEND and RETURN
connectors for the first eight channels, enabled from
the front panel. And finally four INPUTS for the 32
input connections. There is plenty of space inside the
case, with the 3RU height mainly necessary for the
500 Series modules vertical orientation.
With normal, relatively conservative levels, the
Solid 4000 modules seemed to add a touch of
immediacy to the mix compared to the in-the-box
version, bringing vocals forwards a tiny bit and
adding a bit of vitality. The Kahayan bus was
perhaps a little more ‘hi-fi’ and neutral, closer to the
in-the-box mix, but the difference from the 4000
was fairly subtle. The switchable inserts and pans
on the first eight channels were useful — it’s easy to
re-route outputs to make use of these as necessary,
and having a switchable insert for the main bus is
certainly handy.
The Solid 4000 summing lends mixes a hint of
the familiar sound of hit records from the last few
decades. The suggestion from Kahayan is that you
can “smash” the Solid 4000 bus to crush peaks and

get a louder average mix. This is certainly possible,
but I found that the headroom was pretty huge, and
even gaining the inputs up to match the master fader
at its lowest, there was nothing nasty happening, just
a small increase of warm crunch.
The External option lets you bring any other
flavours you desire. I hooked up API mic preamps
on the External bus and a hint of API magic
enhancement — that subtle musicality and high
end richness — was added to the mix. And using a
Thermionic Culture Rooster seemed to add a touch of
width. But the sonic performance of the Kahayan is
impressive in all modes, with a very low noise floor. I
suspect that differences in the make-up gain stages is
only half the story when it comes to summing, as the
signals must have been summed before reaching this
stage, hence differences being very subtle.
I was perhaps expecting more dramatic character
shifts with the different options and possibilities that
the Epsilon 32-500 offers, but I’d want to live with
this for rather longer than the brief review period
to get to really know the subtleties of character. But
however you use it, the Kahayan sounds grown-up,
professional and full-size. n

PROS

Unique provision of 500 Series slots for
summing bus gain, recreation of SSL-style
circuit and Kahayan’s own circuitry for
summing gain, good headroom, low noise.

CONS

No level trims for the 32 inputs, different
make-up gain amps make for only subtle
differences.
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